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Room temperature non-volatile spintronic devices possess unique advantages as key building blocks for future computing, memory and analog electronic systems. Recent developments show that topological insulators hold significant promise as an alternative materials platform for such spintronic devices. Hybrid structures that interface topological surface states with magnetism show promising spintronic device-related phenomena such as extremely efficient charge-to-spin conversion at room temperature. In this talk, I will first review the roadblocks remaining for developing topological spintronics into a viable technology. Then I will report our recent effort to design and implement write and read functions of spintronic devices based on topological insulators and their hybrid structures: 1) the demonstration of room temperature spin pumping for write function implementation [1]; 2) an observation of a novel magneto-resistance effect for direct read function implementation [2]; 3) a manufacturing-friendly approach to prepare topological insulator materials and gated devices [3]; Finally I will discuss our observation and the importance of the interface between the topological insulator and ferromagnetic material.
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